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Abstract 

Title:  Redeployment and Demonstration of the Video Guidance Sensor for Proximity 

Maneuvers 

Author: Xiangyi Li 

Advisor: Hector Gutierrez, Ph. D. 

This paper presents the redeployment and demonstration of the Photogrammetric Video 

Guidance Sensor (PVGS) as a position and attitude sensor for proximity maneuvers and 

formation flight of small spacecraft. The original PVGS was developed to use a 

smartphone as its hardware and an Android application as its software; however, this paper 

provides a possibility for using a smaller and cheaper single-board computer, Raspberry 

Pi as new hardware, and for using a Java program run in Linux as its software. We finally 

achieved the approximate performance compared to the original PVGS. At the current 

stage, a PID controller was supposed to be used to generate the control command based 

on the PVGS measurements. The system was demonstrated as controlling the 3-DOF 

planar motion dynamics of the Resonant Inductive Near-field Generation Systems, RINGS 

ground unit. The system’s motion control performance was experimentally demonstrated in 

the tracking maneuvers. The results highlight the capabilities and performance of 

Raspberry Pi PVGS as a vision-based, real-time position and attitude sensor for motion 

control. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Introduction to the RINGS 

Resonant Inductive Near-field Generation Systems, RINGS[1] (see Figure 1) are prototype 

systems designed to support a new generation of satellites that could be used in space and 

in the International Space Station. 

The current type of satellites uses regular motors that need fuel to move in space. The 

drawback of this technology is that satellites constantly need propellant to adjust their 

positions in orbit; any problems that occur with one satellite could compromise an entire 

mission of a constellation of satellites. 

The RINGS provide a new way of moving to the satellites that does not require any fuel. 

The RINGS, made of a big copper coil that surrounds the satellite, use the Electromagnetic 

Force Field (EFF) to adjust its position toward another RINGS, allowing the satellite to be 

moved easily by a master RINGS just by inducing a current into the coils of the RINGS. 

An advantage of this feature is that a constellation of satellites could be easily modified 

several times.  
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Figure 1 — RINGS ground units with SPHERES [2]. 

Also, a problem with one satellite could be solved with a readjustment of the constellation. 

This new technology has been recognized as a major interest in order to reduce the cost of  

satellite missions and prevent any particles of pollution waste in space due to old 

propulsion systems that could damage most kinds of satellites. 

At FIT, the laboratory 116 in the Olin Engineering Complex has a 3-DOF planar motion 

platform (see Figures 2, 3) that was developed for ground testing of RINGS using PVGS 

feedback. This section of the thesis presents the system identification and controller design 

for navigation of a single PVGS-RINGS unit on a flat glass surface using ducted fans. The 

motion platform provides an alternative actuation mechanism to the one provided on ISS 

by the free-flying robot attached to RINGS, enabling assessment of the functionality of 

RINGS using the ground units. 
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Figure 2 — 3-DOF ground motion platform of RINGS 

 

Figure 3 — 3-DOF motion platform for ground testing of RINGS 
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Introduction to the PVGS 

Smartphone Video Guidance Sensor, PVGS(see Figure 4) is a miniature autonomous 

rendezvous docking sensor developed using an Android-Based smartphone. It calculates 

the position and attitude of a target spacecraft relative to a coordinate system attached to 

the PVGS camera. The target pattern can be provided by either LED lights or 

retroreflective material illuminated by the camera’s flash. The estimation starts with an 

image capture of a set of illuminated targets on the spacecraft; the 6-DOF position and 

attitude vector is estimated using geometric photogrammetry techniques [3, 4]. Image 

processing and state estimation take place onboard the PVGS device, avoiding additional 

computational burden on the motion control computer. PVGS output data is sent to the 

motion control computer through a serial communication link such as UART.  

 

Figure 4 — PVGS device with LED target on the RINGS 
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Chapter 2 

Redeployment of PVGS 

Analyzing of original PVGS Android application 

The original PVGS system was an application on an Android implemented on a Samsung 

Galaxy S8. The source code of the software was also provided (see Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 — Source code test on the simulator 

However, due to the lengthy development history, and to the lack of the use of version 

control tools, the source code became messed up with its different versions. Even after the 
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start of the converting task, we found we were using the wrong version of the source code 

(see Figure 6, 7). Using the wrong version made us waste time to correct it and introduced 

some bugs into the new PVGS program. Luckily, we finally eliminated all the bugs that we 

knew thus far. 

Also, after we suffered this problem, we noticed that we needed an efficient tool to manage 

our codes. Julien Pinelli, an outstanding computer science senior student at Florida Tech 

helped us establish our private GitHub repository in FIT’s GitHub enterprise server 

(https://github.fit.edu/PVGS-FIT/PVGS_RaspberryPi) 

 

Figure 6 — Different versions of source code we received 

 

Figure 7 — Early version of development 

https://github.fit.edu/SVGS-FIT/SVGS_RaspberryPi
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With the help of key members, we finally found the software is composed of five main 

packages that are distributed into thirty classes. The algorithm of the PVGS could be 

described with four main steps (see Figure 8). First, the program needed to create an 

instance with a camera. Then during the image processing step, the image captured is 

analyzed pixel by pixel to find what we call a blob, which is a group of bright pixels above 

a brightness threshold. The software also sorts the blob by its color and reject all the blobs 

that are not the same color as the LED targets. 

 

Figure 8 — The PVGS Algorithm steps 

Afterwards, the positions of the blobs are calculated, and system tries to use an algorithm 

to find four blobs that correspond to the known pattern of the target. 

Finally, the relative position of the blobs in the picture is compared to the real distance of 

the pattern, and process allows the program to calculate with the 6 degrees of freedom the 

position of the LED target. 

Besides this main process, the program has a database to store generated results, too. As 

well as a database, a multi-threading structure is applied in the program to make good use 

of the multi-core processor. This still holds true for the Raspberry. For communication 

with other components in an PVGS system, a Bluetooth connection was established, 

though this part needed to be modified a lot in our new PVGS run on Raspberry Pi because 

Raspberry Pi does not have a built-in Bluetooth module. Then a friendly GUI will be 

helpful in the development stage of this PVGS program; thus, developers can have a good 
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understanding of the status of running PVGS. They may also need to change 

configurations of PVGS which is not been hardcoded such as blob brightness and 

minimum area of a valid target. 

Hardware selection - Introduction to the Raspberry Pi 

 

Figure 9 — Raspberry Pi 3b+ with camera module 

The Raspberry Pi (see Figure 9) is a series of small single-board computers developed in 

the United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to promote teaching of basic 

computer science in schools and in developing countries. [5] 

Table 1 — Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ 

Release date 29 February 2012 

Introductory price US$35 

Operating system Raspbian 

Linux 

FreeBSD 

RISC OS 
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Windows 10 IoT Core 

Windows 10 ARM64 

System-on-chip used Broadcom BCM2837B0 

CPU 1.4 GHz 64/32-bit quad-core ARM 

Cortex-A53 

Memory 1 GB LPDDR2 RAM at 900 MHz 

Storage MicroSD slot 

Graphics Broadcom VideoCore IV 300 

MHz/400 MHz 

Power 1.5 W (average when idle) to 6.7 W 
(maximum under stress) 

 

To demonstrate the feasibility of deploying PVGS in a low cost state-of-the-art platform, 

we chose to use a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ as the new hardware.

Software selection 

For the Raspberry Pi, if there is not any specific request, Raspbian, a Debian-based 

computer operating system for Raspberry Pi, might be the best option because Raspbian is 

highly optimized for the Raspberry Pi line's low-performance ARM CPUs. 

However, Raspbian is not able to run any Android applications. Selecting a new program 

language could be a tricky task. The first and maybe the best performance choice is C++, 

but, at that moment, we did not have any C++ experts on our project team. Choosing C++ 

meant we needed to spend much time on dealing with the pure software designing 

problem, which was not the advantages that we had. 

Then Java became a second choice regarding efficiency. Notably, that Android is somehow 

a modified Java, for they share similar programming grammar and project structure, and 
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have plenty of libraries that can be used in both environments. This feature will save us 

much time and effort, too. 

Move to Java 

The translation could seem at first easy since the Android Studio programming language is 

a Java-based language. However, it was, in fact, not easy to deal with the changes between 

the two languages. A simple copy and paste of the code could not work. There were few 

differences on how to write the code, but the main differences were in the structural form 

of the code. Indeed, the Android Studio is designed to write applications for smartphone, 

so it is easy to create instances with diverse tools present in the phone such as a gyroscope 

or a camera. The RAM is also much more developed than the Raspberry Pi. For example,  

the camera was easily connected to the software using the appropriate library in the 

Android Studio, but there is no library available in Java to interact with RaspiCam, which 

is the official camera module developed by Raspberry Pi Foundation. To cope with this 

situation, we created a class that constructs a command based on the settings provided in 

the application and ran it in the terminal of the Raspberry Pi. 

Nevertheless, using a camera in this way did not give us a satisfying performance, for the 

single image capturing time can take more than 800 milliseconds, which is definitely 

unacceptable. We must find a way to solve this problem (see Table 2). 
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Table 2 — Different Options to increase capturing rate 

Method tried Results and Problems 

Video Parceling:  We used a Raspberry 

Pi module (GStreamer) to take short video 

and parse them into single pictures. 

Time to take a picture:  - 0.35 sec (in 

terminal) - 0.8 sec (in code) 

Problems:  Not an improvement 

comparing to raspiyuv (0.75sec) 

Using a python Script:  Python offers 

possibilities because there is library 

available. That allows using a video port 

to take images. 

Time to take a picture:  - 0.32 sec (In 

terminal) - 0.529 sec (in code)   

Problems: Conversation problems 

between image format, and not so much 

rate increase.  

Using python Client/Server script: This 

requires two python files to be run 

simultaneously. One creates an instance 

of the camera and let it on; the other when 

ran take a picture. 

Time to take a picture: -0.2 sec (in 

terminal) 

Problems: It uses multithreading to run 

the two files simultaneously which the .jar 

file used on the raspberry Pi does not 

support 

 

Image capturing 

Java is a popular language so that many people are using Java to develop their applications. 

This should also be true on Raspberry Pi. They even tried to use Raspberry Pi to do more 

complicated tasks, like motion understanding and gesture recognition. We questioned why 
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there is no one to build a specific API to make it possible that we could directly use a 

camera module in Java. 

The answer is if it isn’t specific, it must be general. 

Open source computer vision, OpenCV is a library of programming functions mainly 

aimed at real-time computer vision. Originally developed by Intel, the library is cross-

platform and free for use under the open-source BSD license. It sounds great, but it 

officially does not support our Raspberry Pi camera module. 

However, we found a blog focusing on installing OpenCV on Raspberry Pi, and the funny 

thing is their inspiration came from another article about installing OpenCV on Beagle 

Bone, a low-power open-source single-board computer produced by Texas Instruments, 

which is similar to our Raspberry Pi.  

To apply OpenCV on our Raspberry Pi, first, we installed more than ten different 

dependencies (see Figure 10) and then compiled OpenCV (see Figure 11) from a source 

code because they did not have a release specific for Raspberry Pi. 

 

Figure 10 — Libraries need to be installed before OpenCV 
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Figure 11 — Building OpenCV from its source code 

Later, after the installation of another 3rd-party driver called UV4L, the OpenCV could 

recognize our camera module connected to Raspberry Pi. For only an image capturing test 

in resolution 640x480, we achieved 10 frames in 868 milliseconds, about 11.5Hz. 

Whereas this is still not as good as smartphone’s camera speed, it was a great improvement 

on our Raspberry Pi PVGS. 

At the very end of my thesis writing, we found our Raspberry Pi camera module does not 

have a autofocus ability, which is essential to PVGS program. We chose to use Logitech 

C525 instead (see Figure 12) because this webcam has a good autofocus performance so 

that almost all the images taken by it have a sharp look that could help us get a more 

accurate measurement. 
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Figure 12 — Logitech C525 webcam 

Camera calibration 

After solving the image capturing rate problem, we moved to improving the accuracy of 

our new PVGS. We found the PVGS program is highly sensitive to the parameters on the 

camera it used. Our Raspberry Pi camera module was not the same as Samsung Galaxy 

S8’s camera, so a calibration for the new camera needed to be applied, otherwise, we 

would not be able to have ideal accuracy compared to original PVGS. 

The MATLAB Calibration Toolbox made at Caltech (see Figure 13) was used for this 

purpose. 
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Figure 13 — Camera calibration options 

By using this amazing calibration toolbox, the coarse distant measurement allowed 

evaluation of focal length accuracy, so that finer measurements were available following 

the return of the calibrated depth finders. 

We captured twenty images from different angles and then imported them into the 

calibration script (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14 — Camera calibration images 

Then an assistant needed from the toolbox, extracting corner of the calibration board. After 

four exact corners for the toolbox, it were indicated detected every square automatically for 

the next step (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 — Corner extraction during the calibration 

An extrinsic view plot was generated to let the user check if the calibration toolbox 

correctly predicts all images’ positions and angles (see Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 — Extrinsic view of calibration images 
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To be more accurate, the user could also ask for the illustration of error assessment. This 

procedure provided an even more accurate way to check if the calibration toolbox made a 

mistake or not. Zooming into the details of each corner cursor, the user can see the 

difference between the program guessed corner and the real corner extracted from the 

image (see Figure 17). We also received a summary plot of all errors that existed in 

calibration (see Figure 18). 

 

Figure 17 — Comparison between predicted corners and real corners 
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Figure 18 — Reprojection error summary plot 

Finally, we got the calibration result as shown below. 

Table 3 — Calibration result for Logitech C525 in resolution 640x480 

Focal Length [ 721.71369   722.50407 ] +/- [ 0.83727   0.81936 ] 

Principal point [ 310.43629   238.15112 ] +/- [ 0.93571   0.96299 ] 

Distortion [ 0.00800   -0.13102   -0.00068   0.00091  0.00000 ] +/-  

[ 0.00459   0.02532   0.00046   0.00044  0.00000 ] 

Pixel error [ 0.14659   0.15284 ] 

 

Focal length and distortion will play an important role in the PVGS algorithm. 
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Performance of Raspberry Pi PVGS 

 

 

Figure 19 — Current Raspberry Pi PVGS 

The current Raspberry Pi PVGS with Logitech C525 webcam (see Figure 19) in sampling 

image resolution 640x480: 

• Sampling period = 200ms in Auto Mode (see Figure 20) 

 

Figure 20 — Raspberry Pi’s actual executing rate 
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• The bottleneck is the hardware limit of Raspberry Pi (see Table 4) 

• Table 4 — Hardware comparison between Samsung Galaxy S8 and 

Raspberry Pi 3B+ 

 
Samsung Galaxy S8  Raspberry Pi 3B+ 

Processor Qualcomm  

Snapdragon 835 

Broadcom  

BCM2837B0 

No. of Cores 8 4 

Clock Rate 2450 Hz 1400 Hz 

Geekbench 4.3 – Single Core 

(reference) 

1917 

(100%) 

482 

(25.1%) 

Geekbench 4.3 – Multi-Cores 

(reference) 

6515 

(100%) 

1227 

(18.8%) 

PVGS Performance 

Execute Rate (reference) 

33 Hz 

(100%) 

5 Hz 

(15.1%) 

There are other differences between S8 and Raz Pi, such as RAM speed and File system IO 

speed. S8 performs significantly better in nearly all those aspects. For Samsung Galaxy S8, 

even only for its processor, snapdragon 835, the estimated price [6] is $45, compared to a 

whole Raspberry Pi 3B+ price, which is $35 (easily found in many online markets). We 

use about a 10.8% cost device to derive about 15.1% performance (see Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 — Raspberry Pi PVGS performance and list price comparison 

Assessment error of Raspberry Pi PVGS 

A linear platform slider (see Figure 22) and an angular rotation platform (see Figure 23) 

were used to work with an encoder, a LabVIEW program, and a MATLAB script (see 

Figure 24) to do this assessment. A sinusoidal signal was chosen as input for the moving 

cart (slider) for both x-axis and z-axis tests whereas a triangular signal was chosen to input 

into the cart controller for roll angle test. 

33 Hz $ 599.99
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Figure 22 — Linear platform slider 

 

Figure 23 — Angular rotation platform 
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Figure 24 — LabVIEW program and MATLAB script 

With the help of Yash Kapadiya, Michael Mittermaier and Lukas Nützel from lab 116, we 

have the following result for the assessment error of Raspberry Pi PVGS: 

Overview of mean error (μ), standard deviation (σ) and variance (VAR) 

 

Figure 25 — Overview of assessment error 
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PVGS (Samsung S8) 

Figure 26 — Assessment error of PVGS Samsung Galaxy S8 
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PVGS (Raspberry Pi) 

Figure 27 — Assessment error of PVGS Raspberry Pi 
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From the plots, we can find that although the overall error for Raspberry Pi PVGS is much 

larger than smartphone PVGS (see Figure 25), it is considerably small value for the whole 

test. This means the Raspberry Pi PVGS could provide a reliable measurement for the 

moving unit that want to get the guidance. 

Two possible reasons for this accuracy decline are as follows: 

1. As mentioned above, the Raspberry Pi has a weaker hardware for all aspects (see 

Table 4). Under this situation, to have a relatively satisfying executing rate (sample 

rate), we had no choice but to drop the resolution for the image sample we 

captured. From the original PVGS’s resolution, 1920x1080 to the new PVGS’s 
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resolution, 640x480, this setting gave us a smaller calculation burden in one 

sampling cycle; however, it also significantly decreased the accuracy of the 

measurement. Luckily, we had a good performance in accuracy in the original 

PVGS; even after the decline, we still had an acceptable performance in accuracy. 

2. The current camera used for Raspberry Pi PVGS may not be the optimal choice for 

the PVGS project. We wasted too much time in trying with the unsuitable camera 

module, which does not have an autofocus ability. After struggling with the wrong 

choice, we found the autofocus is so important to our PVGS. Without autofocus, 

we only had a small possibility to get a sharp, clear photograph from the camera, 

and the good photograph is the key to having an accurate measurement from the 

PVGS system. 

Also, the Raspberry Pi PVGS has a bigger delay (from the original PVGS, about 100ms to 

Raz PVGS, more than 400ms), which is definitely a big issue for the next step, controlling 

the RINGS to do square maneuvers as verification. 
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Chapter 3 

Demonstration in Closed-loop Control 

Square maneuver 

A square maneuver is a predetermined path-tracking test. The RINGS will be asked to use 

PVGS as its guidance to follow a square trajectory on its 3-DOF ground testing platform 

(see Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28 — Desired trajectory for square maneuver 

The RINGS need to control its X, Z, and roll, 3-DOF positions and altitude.   
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Original PVGS performance 

The smartphone based PVGS achieved a good tracking of  the desired path, only with a  

small overshoot at the edges (see Figure 29, 30, 1st RINGS response). 

 

Figure 29 — Original PVGS square maneuver response 1[7] 
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Figure 30 — Original PVGS square maneuver response 2[7] 

Raspberry Pi PVGS performance 

Due to the sampling rate decline and larger delay explained in Chapter 2, the assessment 

error section, a pure Raspberry Pi PVGS guidance for RINGS to do square maneuvers is 

likely impossible for current performance of Raspberry Pi PVGS. We are looking forward 

to improving its sampling rate to a more ideal level and then adjusting our controller to 

achieve the square maneuver test. 
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We used another way to show a relative convincing test for the square maneuver. 

The Raspberry Pi’s camera module was fixed on the holder aligned with a smartphone 

which was running an original PVGS (see Figure 31). 

 

Figure 31 — Raspberry Pi’s camera module and smartphone running PVGS 

Based on this configuration, we ran the original PVGS from a smartphone to guide the 

RINGS to do the square maneuver and then used the Raspberry Pi PVGS to collect the 

status of the RINGS. Then a comparison between the original PVGS data and the new 

PVGS data was done to verify if Raspberry Pi PVGS can give a reliable result or not. 

The following shows the result: 
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Figure 32 — Modified square maneuver trajectory

 

 Figure 33 — Modified square maneuver x value  
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Figure 34 — Modified square maneuver y value 

 

Figure 35 — Modified square maneuver y value error 
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Figure 36 — Modified square maneuver roll angle 

This result shows that the Raspberry Pi PVGS gave a very close description of how RINGS 

moved as well as the original PVGS (see Figure 32). The difference in the trajectory plot 

can be caused by the method of how to align a smartphone and Raspberry Pi’s camera. 

This reason can also be verified by finding the y-axis plot has a smaller difference 

compared to x-axis plot (see Figure 33, 34, and 35). Because from the configuration image 

(see Figure 31), on the y-axis, the Raspberry Pi’s camera only had about 2 centimeters 

difference with the smartphone; however, on the x-axis, the Raspberry Pi’s camera had 

about 5 centimeters difference with the smartphone. The roll angle plot (see Figure 36) also 

shows that the Raspberry Pi’s camera was not fixed exactly parallel with the smartphone’s 

camera, so there was a small difference between the measurements of the two PVGS 

choices. 
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Updated PVGS performance 

At the very end of my thesis writing, our team achieved 10 Hz executing rate for Raspberry 

Pi PVGS system. We fixed a bug in our program that makes the program cannot enter the 

faster color blob method properly. 

The higher executing rate gave us a possibility of using original LQ-Servo controller to 

achieve square maneuver.  

The assessment error (see Figure 37) and covariance matrix (see Figure 38) we used for 

LQ-Servo controller are as following: 

 

Figure 37 — Assessment error of modified PVGS 

H_d = 

    0.0596 0.0995  0  0  0  0 
    -0.0186 0.9644  0  0  0  0 
    0  0  0.0525  0.0998  0  0 
    0  0  -0.0575 0.9967          0  0 
    0  0  0  0  0.0544  0.0998 
    0  0  0  0  -0.0291 0.9967 

Figure 38 — Covariance matrix of modified PVGS 

The distribution of sampling rate (see Figure 39): 
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Figure 39 — Distribution of sampling rate 

The steps needed for the implementation of the LQR controller in Arduino: 

1. Get the state-space-model of the RINGS 

2. Convert the model to a discrete time model 

3. Covariance matrix can be built with the standard deviation and the variance 

4. MATLAB provides the Kalman-function, Kalman takes the state-space model 

SYS=SS(A,[B G],C,[D H]) and the covariance matrices. The row size of QN 

specifies the length of w and NN is set to 0 when omitted. Kalman returns the 

estimator gain L and the steady-state error covariance P (solution of the associated 

Riccati equation). 

Due to the coming of my thesis submission date, we did not adjust original LQ-Servo 

controller too much. Here is the square maneuver achieved by pure Raspberry Pi PVGS. 
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Figure 40 — Updated square maneuver trajectory 

 

Figure 41 — Updated square maneuver y value 
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Figure 42 — Updated square maneuver x value 

 

Figure 43 — Updated square maneuver roll value 
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The Raspberry Pi PVGS achieved the square maneuver. (see Figure 40) However, it had 

larger overshoot (see Figure 41 and 42) and worse attitude control (see Figure 43) 

compared to original PVGS. The reason for this lower performance is Raspberry Pi still 

had a lower executing rate (10 Hz) than smartphone PVGS (33 Hz); also note that, due to 

the lack of time, we only slightly optimized LQ-Servo controller for Raspberry Pi PVGS. 

Those deficiencies will be eliminated by further development and we hope to continue 

working on this project to have a better performance of Raspberry Pi PVGS. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions 

This thesis presents the possibility for proximity maneuvers and formation flight of small 

spacecraft by using redeployed Java PVGS runs on Linux Raspberry Pi as a position and 

attitude sensor. The demonstration was implemented on the 3-DOF planar motion platform 

of the RINGS ground unit. An assessment error of the new PVGS verified the accuracy of 

the new sensor system as well as the square maneuver test results on glass table 

experiments demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed approach to perform navigation 

of a single unit. Future work will focus on the improvement of new PVGS performance, 

especially for sampling rate. The ways to achieve this goal includes simplifying image 

processing procedures, making better use of multi-threading methods, and choosing a more 

efficient camera for Raspberry Pi PVGS. 
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Appendix 

Codes and Scripts 

MATLAB code for modified square maneuver 

% end time:     42.537 

% start time:   3.392 

  

x_s8 = table2array(S8data(:,1)); 

y_s8 = table2array(S8data(:,2)); 

angle_s8 = table2array(S8data(:,3)); 

  

x_raz = table2array(Razdata(:,1)); 

y_raz = table2array(Razdata(:,2)); 

angle_raz = table2array(Razdata(:,3)); 

  

f1 = figure; 

hold on 

plot(x_s8, y_s8) 

plot(x_raz, y_raz) 

line([0.2 0.2], [1.2, 1.5], 'color', 'green', 'lineStyle', '--') 

line([0.2 -0.2], [1.5, 1.5], 'color', 'green', 'lineStyle', '--') 

line([-0.2 -0.2], [1.5, 1.2], 'color', 'green', 'lineStyle', '--') 

line([-0.2 0.2], [1.2, 1.2], 'color', 'green', 'lineStyle', '--') 

axis([-0.5 0.3 1.1 1.6]) 

legend('Smartphone PVGS', 'Raz PVGS', 'Desired trajectory') 

xlabel('x [meters]') 

ylabel('z [meters]') 

title('Square maneuver trajectory') 

grid on 

hold off 

  

t_raz = 0:1:194; 

t_s8 = 0:(195/735):(195-(195/735)); 

  

t_raz = t_raz/194*39; 

t_s8 = t_s8/(195-(195/735))*39; 

x_s8_discrete = eye(195, 1); 

y_s8_discrete = eye(195, 1); 

angle_s8_discrete = eye(195, 1); 

for i = 1:1:195 

    x_s8_discrete(i, 1) = x_s8(floor(735/195*i), 1); 

    y_s8_discrete(i, 1) = y_s8(floor(735/195*i), 1); 

    angle_s8_discrete(i, 1) = angle_s8(floor(735/195*i), 1); 

end 
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error_x = x_s8_discrete - x_raz; 

error_y = y_s8_discrete - y_raz; 

error_angle = angle_s8_discrete - angle_raz; 

  

f2 = figure; 

hold on 

plot(t_s8, x_s8, 'color', 'blue') 

plot(t_raz, x_raz, 'color', 'green') 

plot(t_raz, error_x, 'color', 'red', 'lineStyle', ':') 

axis([0 40 -0.4 0.2]) 

legend('Smartphone PVGS', 'Raz PVGS', 'Error') 

xlabel('time [seconds]') 

ylabel('x [meters]') 

title('Square maneuver x value') 

grid on 

hold off 

  

f3 = figure; 

hold on 

plot(t_s8, y_s8, 'color', 'blue') 

plot(t_raz, y_raz, 'color', 'green') 

axis([0 40 1.0 1.6]) 

legend('Smartphone PVGS', 'Raz PVGS') 

xlabel('time [seconds]') 

ylabel('y [meters]') 

title('Square maneuver y value') 

grid on 

hold off 

  

f4 = figure; 

plot(t_raz, error_y, 'color', 'red', 'lineStyle', ':') 

xlabel('time [seconds]') 

ylabel('y error [meters]') 

title('Square maneuver y value error') 

grid on 

  

f5 = figure; 

hold on 

plot(t_s8, angle_s8, 'color', 'blue') 

plot(t_raz, angle_raz, 'color', 'green') 

plot(t_raz, error_angle, 'color', 'red', 'lineStyle', ':') 

axis([0 40 -5 5]) 

legend('Smartphone PVGS', 'Raz PVGS', 'Error') 

xlabel('time [seconds]') 

ylabel('roll angle [degree]') 

title('Square maneuver roll angle value') 

grid on 

hold off 
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MATLAB code for assessment error on X-axis and Y-axis 

%% RE-DEFINE THIS BASED ON EACH TEST ! 

clc; clear all; 

Target_Type =   ' LED target';             %             ' LED 

target'           ' R1 target' 

Test_Velocity = ' 0.05 Hz'; 

axis_motion =   ' z-axis'; 

Sampling_Time = '500ms'; 

Phone =         ' RazPi';  %' S8'    % ' Nexus s' 

  

% strcat(Target_Type,Test_Velocity) 

% strcat('Linear motion test: ', axis_motion,' velocity error ', ' 

- ',Test_Velocity,' - ',Target_Type) 

%% Load Data 

% -----------------------------  Load Cart data 

FolderDir = 

'C:\Users\Melvin\Desktop\Michael\New\RazPi\Slide_Test\'; 

Filename = 'cart5cyc'; % 'Cart_1m_d2Hz_1Cyc_35ms_LED'; 

File_Format = '.txt'; 

File = strcat(FolderDir , Filename , File_Format) 

delimiterIn = ','; 

% delimiterIn = '\t';                     % Only for the long 

period test (w 0.008Hz - z-axis data ONLY)!  

headerlinesIn = 1; 

Data_Cart = importdata(File,delimiterIn,headerlinesIn); 

  

Time_Cart = Data_Cart.data(:,3)/1000.0; 

% Time_Cart = 

Data_Cart.data(:,1)/1000.0;                         %% << Use this 

for onlt the long test (100 cycle with 0.008Hz) ONLY! 

Time_Cart = flipud(Time_Cart); 

  

Data_Cart = Data_Cart.data(:,2); 

Data_Cart = -1 * Data_Cart * 0.0254;           % Convert in to m. 

And flip signal 

Data_Cart = flipud(Data_Cart); 

  

% ------------------------------  Load PVGS raw data 

% FolderDir = 'C:\Users\nasir\Google Drive\Nasir 

Hariri\Universities\2 FIT\Nasir\0 COURSES\0 Ph.D Research\Ring 

Project\Nasir Files\Labview code\SingleComponents\ReadingPVGS\'; 

% Filename = 'data3'; 

FolderDir = 

'C:\Users\Melvin\Desktop\Michael\New\RazPi\Slide_Test\'; 

Filename = 'results_razpi_xaxis';   % 'PVGS_1m_d2Hz_1Cyc_35ms_LED'; 

File = strcat(FolderDir , Filename , File_Format) 

headerlinesIn = 0; 
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delimiterIn = '\t'; 

Data_PVGS = importdata(File,delimiterIn,headerlinesIn); 

% Extract PVGS data and Time variable 

  

  

%% Extract Time array (with only valid time stamps for PVGS valid 

data): 

for k = 1:length(Data_PVGS) 

   Time_PVGS = Data_PVGS(:,1)*3600 + Data_PVGS(:,2)*60 + 

Data_PVGS(:,3) + Data_PVGS(:,4)/1000; 

  

end 

  

% Cut the data of PVGS to the desired length and starting point 

(close to time/data of encoder!) 

Time_PVGS_True = Time_PVGS - Time_PVGS(1,1); 

  

% Define all 6 state of PVGS: 

PVGS_x_state = Data_PVGS(:,5); 

%PVGS_x_state = PVGS_x_state * (-1);    %to flip x axis 

PVGS_y_state = Data_PVGS(:,6);               

PVGS_z_state = Data_PVGS(:,7); 

PVGS_yaw_state = Data_PVGS(:,8); 

PVGS_roll_state = Data_PVGS(:,9); 

PVGS_pitch_state = Data_PVGS(:,10); 

  

%% Pick the right test axis and kill offset 

  

amplitude_x = abs( max(PVGS_x_state(:,1)) - 

min(PVGS_x_state(:,1))); 

amplitude_z = abs( max(PVGS_z_state(:,1)) - 

min(PVGS_z_state(:,1))); 

  

offsetx = PVGS_x_state(1,1); 

PVGS_x_state = PVGS_x_state - offsetx; 

  

offsetz = PVGS_z_state(1,1); 

PVGS_z_state = PVGS_z_state - offsetz; 

  

if (amplitude_x > amplitude_z) 

    data_used = PVGS_x_state; 

    name = ' X-Axis ' ; 

else 

    data_used = PVGS_z_state; 

    name = ' Z-Axis ' ; 

end 
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  %% Allign signal in vertical axis (take vertical offset out from 

PVGS only in Z-axis tests)    

%     PVGS_z_state = PVGS_z_state - 

((PVGS_z_state(1)+PVGS_z_state(2))/2);  %+ 2.5; % - 

min(PVGS_z_state);                % For z axis test, CHANGE THIS 

for x-axis test! 

%    PVGS_z_state = PVGS_z_state - 

((PVGS_z_state(2)+PVGS_z_state(3))/2);  %+ 2.5; % - 

min(PVGS_z_state); 

%     PVGS_z_state = PVGS_z_state + 2.445191383; 

     

     

% %% Use only if there is spikes in PVGS data ========== filter out 

spikes 

% for p = 1:length(PVGS_z_state) 

% if PVGS_z_state(p) > 1.5 

%     PVGS_z_state(p) = 0;    

% end 

% end 

     

%% Velocities 

% ------------------------------------ Encoder velocity 

velocity_Encoder(1) = 0; 

dydx = diff([eps; Data_Cart(:)])./diff([eps; Time_Cart(:)]); 

for i = 2:length(Time_Cart) 

    dt_Encoder(i) = Time_Cart(i) - Time_Cart(i-1); 

    dx_Encoder(i) = Data_Cart(i)-Data_Cart(i-1); 

    velocity_Encoder(i) = dx_Encoder(i)/dt_Encoder(i); 

end 

velocity_Encoder = velocity_Encoder'; 

% Low pass filter for velocity (Encoder): 

c1 = .3;%.15; 

c2 = 1 - c1; 

velocity_Encoder_filtered(1) = 0; 

for j = 2:length(velocity_Encoder) 

    velocity_Encoder_filtered(j) = velocity_Encoder(j) * c1 + 

velocity_Encoder_filtered(j-1) * c2; 

end 

% figure(98); plot(velocity_Encoder); hold on; 

plot(velocity_Encoder_filtered); hold off; grid on; 

  

% ------------------------------------ PVGS velocity 

velocity_PVGS(1) = 0; 

dydx = diff([eps; data_used(:)])./diff([eps; Time_PVGS_True(:)]); 

for i = 2:length(Time_PVGS_True) 

    dt_PVGS(i) = Time_PVGS_True(i) - Time_PVGS_True(i-1); 

    dx_PVGS(i) = data_used(i)-data_used(i-1); 

    velocity_PVGS(i) = dx_PVGS(i)/dt_PVGS(i); 

end 
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velocity_PVGS = velocity_PVGS'; 

% Low pass filter for velocity (PVGS): 

% c1 = .15;%.15; 

% c2 = 1 - c1; 

% velocity_PVGS_filtered(1) = 0; 

% for j = 2:length(velocity_PVGS) 

%     velocity_PVGS_filtered(j) = velocity_PVGS(j) * c1 + 

velocity_PVGS_filtered(j-1) * c2; 

% end 

% figure(99); plot(velocity_PVGS); hold on; 

plot(velocity_PVGS_filtered); hold off; grid on; 

%% nuetzel filter 

velocity_PVGS_filtered = lowpass(velocity_PVGS,0.1,1000); 

  

figure(50); plot(velocity_PVGS); hold on;   %show function of 

filter, concrete changes 

plot(velocity_PVGS_filtered);hold on; 

plot(velocity_PVGS_filtered); grid on; 

%% Plot all 6-states of PVGS 

figure (1) 

suptitle(strcat(' 6-state of', name, ' test')); 

  

 subplot(3,2,1) 

    plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_x_state)         % x-axis 

    title('x-axis'); grid on;   xlim([0 Time_Cart(end)]); 

    axis([0 inf -1.1 1.1]); 

 subplot(3,2,3) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_y_state)         % y-axis 

     title('y-axis'); grid on; ylabel('Distance, m');    xlim([0 

Time_Cart(end)]); 

      axis([0 inf -1.1 1.1]); 

 subplot(3,2,5) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_z_state)         % z-axis 

     title('z-axis'); grid on;   xlabel('Time, s');    xlim([0 

Time_Cart(end)]); 

      axis([0 inf -1.1 1.1]); 

  subplot(3,2,2) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_yaw_state)         % yaw-axis 

     title('Yaw angle'); grid on;   xlim([0 Time_Cart(end)]); 

     axis([0 inf -180 0]); 

 subplot(3,2,4) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_roll_state)         % roll-axis 

     title('Roll angle'); grid on; ylabel('Angle, deg');    xlim([0 

Time_Cart(end)]); 

     axis([0 inf -90 90]); 

  subplot(3,2,6) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_pitch_state)         % pitch-axis 

     title('pitch angle'); grid on;   xlim([0 Time_Cart(end)]); 

     axis([0 inf -90 90]); 
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 xlabel('Time, s'); 

  

  

  

  

  

%% Sutract mean of all 6 state to show error >> comment this out if 

you want to plot only the 6 state! 

%PVGS_x_state =      PVGS_x_state     - mean(PVGS_x_state); 

PVGS_y_state =      PVGS_y_state     - mean(PVGS_y_state); 

% PVGS_z_state =      PVGS_z_state     - mean(PVGS_z_state); 

PVGS_yaw_state =    PVGS_yaw_state   - mean(PVGS_yaw_state); 

PVGS_roll_state =   PVGS_roll_state  - mean(PVGS_roll_state); 

PVGS_pitch_state =  PVGS_pitch_state - mean(PVGS_pitch_state); 

  

 %% Plot PVGS Vs. Cart (position/velocity) 

 figure (3) 

 plot(Time_Cart,Data_Cart,'-k','LineWidth',1)                  % 

cart 

 hold on; 

 plot(Time_PVGS_True,data_used,'-b','LineWidth',1)          % z-

axis change for x axis 

 hold off; 

legend('Encoder position', 'PVGS position');  % strcat(' PVGS 

position (',Target_Type,')')) 

 grid on; 

%  axis([0 Time_Cart(end) 0 1.2]) 

 title(strcat(' Position of cart and PVGS on',name,' test'));  

 ylabel('Position, m'); xlabel('Time, s'); 

%Error_Mag = (1-(max(Data_Cart)/max(PVGS_x_state)))%*100 

  

 figure (4) 

 plot(Time_Cart,velocity_Encoder_filtered,'-

k','LineWidth',1)                  % cart 

 hold on; 

%  plot(Time_PVGS_True,velocity_PVGS,'-b','LineWidth',1)          % 

z-axis 

 plot(Time_PVGS_True,velocity_PVGS,'-m','LineWidth',1)          % 

z-axis 

 hold off; 

legend('Encoder velocity', 'PVGS velocity'); % strcat(' PVGS 

velocity (',Target_Type,')'),' PVGS velocity filtered (R2 target: 

smaller dimensions)')     % Retro-reflective target: original 

dimensions       

 grid on; 

 axis([0 Time_Cart(end) min(velocity_PVGS_filtered)-.2 

max(velocity_PVGS_filtered)+.2]) 

 title(strcat(' Velocity at',name, ' test'));  

 ylabel('Velocity, m/s'); xlabel('Time, s'); 
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 %% ERROR 

%[dist,ix,iy] = dtw(Data_Cart,PVGS_z_state); 

 [dist,ix,iy] = dtw(Time_Cart,Time_PVGS_True); 

 for k = 1:length(ix) 

     Cart_and_PVGS (k,1) = Data_Cart (ix(1,k)); 

     Cart_and_PVGS (k,2) = data_used (iy(1,k)); 

      

        Time_Cart_and_PVGS (k,1) = Time_Cart (ix(1,k)); 

        Time_Cart_and_PVGS (k,2) = Time_PVGS_True (iy(1,k)); 

 end 

Error_z = Cart_and_PVGS(:,1) - Cart_and_PVGS(:,2); 

Error_z = abs(Error_z);  

%% Errorfunktion distance 

figure (5) 

% histfit(Error_z,15,'normal');     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

hist(Error_z,5,'normal'); 

grid on; 

title(strcat('Measured error during', name, ' test')); 

ylabel('number of instances'); xlabel(' distance error, m'); 

  

Mean_z_position_Error = mean(Error_z);          % in meter 

StanderDiviation_z_position_Error = std(Error_z); 

disp(['Mean_z_position_Error: ', num2str(Mean_z_position_Error), ',   

StanderDiviation_z_position_Error: ', 

num2str(StanderDiviation_z_position_Error)]); 

  

  

%  [dist,ix,iy] = dtw(velocity_Encoder,velocity_PVGS_filtered); 

  [dist,ix,iy] = dtw(velocity_Encoder,velocity_PVGS_filtered); 

 for k = 1:length(ix) 

     Cart_and_PVGS_velocity (k,1) = velocity_Encoder (ix(1,k)); 

     Cart_and_PVGS_velocity (k,2) = velocity_PVGS_filtered 

(iy(1,k)); 

 end 

Error_velocity_z = Cart_and_PVGS_velocity(:,1) - 

Cart_and_PVGS_velocity(:,2); 

Error_velocity_z = abs(Error_velocity_z); 

%% Errorfunktion velocity  

figure (6) 

hist(Error_velocity_z,10,'normal');     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

grid on; 

title(strcat('Measured velocity error during', name, ' test'));  

ylabel('number of instances'); xlabel(' velocity error, m/s'); 
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Mean_z_velocity_Error = mean(Error_velocity_z);          % in meter 

StanderDiviation_z_velocity_Error = std(Error_velocity_z); 

Maximum_LinearVelocity_Encoder = max(velocity_Encoder_filtered); 

  

disp(['Mean_z_velocity_Error: ', num2str(Mean_z_velocity_Error), ',   

StanderDiviation_z_velocity_Error: ', 

num2str(StanderDiviation_z_velocity_Error),',   

Maximum_LinearVelocity_Encoder: ', 

num2str(Maximum_LinearVelocity_Encoder)]); 

  

  

  

  

%% Data point matching (aligned data point between PVGS and cart) !  

    figure(701) 

    plot (Time_Cart_and_PVGS(:,1),Cart_and_PVGS(:,1),'-or'); hold 

on; 

    plot(Time_Cart,Data_Cart,'-

xk','LineWidth',1)                  % cart 

    plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_z_state,'-

xb','LineWidth',1)          % z-axis 

    plot (Time_Cart_and_PVGS(:,1),Cart_and_PVGS(:,2),'--sb'); hold 

off; grid on; 

    axis([0 Time_Cart(end) -.2 1.2]) 

    legend('Encoder raw data','Encoder aligned data','PVGS raw 

data','PVGS aligned data') 

     axis([0 Time_Cart(end) 0 1.2]) 

 title('Aligned data of PVGS and encoder');  

 ylabel('Position, m'); xlabel('Time, s'); 

  

%    Error_z = Cart_and_PVGS(:,1) - Cart_and_PVGS(:,2); 

%    figure (702); plot(Error_z); grid on; 

  

    

    

 %% Histogram plot:with normal fit to all 6-state of PVGS 

 figure (2) 

 subplot(3,2,1) 

      hist(PVGS_x_state,5)     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 'logistic' 

      title('x-axis'); grid on; 

  subplot(3,2,3) 

      hist(PVGS_y_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('y-axis'); grid on; ylabel('number of instances'); 

  subplot(3,2,5) 

      hist(Error_z,15,'normal')     % >>>>>   Change this for x-

axis test !!!! 

      title('z-axis'); grid on;    xlabel('Distance error, m');  

  subplot(3,2,2) 
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      hist(PVGS_yaw_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('Yaw angle'); grid on; 

  subplot(3,2,4) 

      hist(PVGS_roll_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('Roll angle'); grid on; 

  subplot(3,2,6) 

      hist(PVGS_pitch_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('pitch angle'); grid on; 

   xlabel('Angle error, deg');  

 % suptitle(strcat('Histogram of PVGS 6-state: ',axis_motion ,' - 

',Test_Velocity,' - ',Target_Type, ' - ',Phone)); 

  

   

  

   

   

   

  

%% dt: sampling rate of PVGS in histogram plot 

for m = 2:length(Time_PVGS_True) 

   dt_PVGS(m) = Time_PVGS_True(m)-Time_PVGS_True(m-1);  

%    dt_PVGS = dt_PVGS*1000; 

end 

 dt_PVGS(1) = []; 

 dt_PVGS = dt_PVGS*1000; 

figure (200); 

subplot(1,2,1) 

plot (dt_PVGS,'-d','MarkerEdgeColor','r','LineWidth',1); hold on; 

plot (linspace(35,35,length(dt_PVGS)),'--r','LineWidth',1.5); 

plot 

(linspace(mean(dt_PVGS),mean(dt_PVGS),length(dt_PVGS)),':k','LineWi

dth',.8); hold off; 

xlabel('No. of samples'); ylabel('Delay of PVGS data, ms');  

title(strcat('PVGS sampling time: ',Test_Velocity,' - 

',Target_Type)); grid on; 

legend('PVGS sampling time',strcat('Set: ',Sampling_Time), ['Mean: 

' num2str(mean(dt_PVGS),4) ' ms']); 

subplot(1,2,2) % figure (201); 

hist(dt_PVGS,25); 

xlabel('Delay of PVGS data, ms'); ylabel('number of instances');  

title(strcat('Histogram of PVGS sampling time - ',axis_motion,' 

test')); grid on; 
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MATLAB code for assessment error on Roll angle 

%% RE-DEFINE THIS BASED ON EACH TEST ! 

clc; clear all; 

Target_Type =   ' LED target';             %             ' LED 

target'           ' R1 target' 

Test_Velocity = ' 0.02 Hz'; 

axis_motion =   ' Roll angle'; 

Sampling_Time = ' 35ms'; 

Phone =         ' S8';  %' S8'    % ' Nexus s' 

  

% strcat(Target_Type,Test_Velocity) 

% strcat('Linear motion test: ', axis_motion,' velocity error ', ' 

- ',Test_Velocity,' - ',Target_Type) 

%% Load Data 

% -----------------------------  Load Cart data 

FolderDir = 

'C:\Users\Melvin\Desktop\Michael\New\RazPi\Angle_Test\'; 

Filename = 'cart5cyc5deg2speed'; % 'Cart_1m_d2Hz_1Cyc_35ms_LED'; 

File_Format = '.txt'; 

File = strcat(FolderDir , Filename , File_Format) 

delimiterIn = '\t'; 

% delimiterIn = '\t';                     % Only for the long 

period test (w 0.008Hz - z-axis data ONLY)!  

headerlinesIn = 1; 

Data_Cart = importdata(File,delimiterIn,headerlinesIn); 

  

Time_Cart = Data_Cart.data(:,1)/1000.0; 

% Time_Cart = 

Data_Cart.data(:,1)/1000.0;                         %% << Use this 

for onlt the long test (100 cycle with 0.008Hz) ONLY! 

Time_Cart = flipud(Time_Cart); 

  

Data_Cart = Data_Cart.data(:,2); 

             %FLIPDATA 

%Data_Cart = -1 * Data_Cart * 0.0254;           % CONVERSION OF THE 

FILE.SINCE WE DONT NEDD IN OR M BUT DEGREE< NOT NECESSARY TO 

CONVERT 

%Data_Cart = flipud(Data_Cart); 

  

% ------------------------------  Load PVGS raw data 

% FolderDir = 'C:\Users\nasir\Google Drive\Nasir 

Hariri\Universities\2 FIT\Nasir\0 COURSES\0 Ph.D Research\Ring 

Project\Nasir Files\Labview code\SingleComponents\ReadingPVGS\'; 

% Filename = 'data3'; 

FolderDir = 

'C:\Users\Melvin\Desktop\Michael\New\RazPi\Angle_Test\'; 

Filename = 'RazPi_Angle_speed2';   % 'PVGS_1m_d2Hz_1Cyc_35ms_LED'; 
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File = strcat(FolderDir , Filename , File_Format) 

headerlinesIn = 0; 

delimiterIn = '\t'; 

Data_PVGS = importdata(File,delimiterIn,headerlinesIn); 

% Extract PVGS data and Time variable 

  

  

  

  

%% Extract Time array (with only valid time stamps for PVGS valid 

data): 

for k = 1:length(Data_PVGS) 

   Time_PVGS = Data_PVGS(:,1)*3600 + Data_PVGS(:,2)*60 + 

Data_PVGS(:,3) + Data_PVGS(:,4)/1000; 

  

end 

  

  

% Cut the data of PVGS to the desired length and starting point 

(close to time/data of encoder!) 

Time_PVGS_True = Time_PVGS - Time_PVGS(1,1); 

  

% Define all 6 state of PVGS: 

PVGS_x_state = Data_PVGS(:,5); 

%PVGS_x_state = PVGS_x_state * (-1);    %to flip x axis 

PVGS_y_state = Data_PVGS(:,6); 

PVGS_z_state = Data_PVGS(:,7); 

PVGS_yaw_state = 

Data_PVGS(:,10);                                %ATTENTION: 

DIFFERENT ORDER OF THE ANGLES 

PVGS_yaw_state = PVGS_yaw_state * 57.2958;     %rad2deg 

PVGS_roll_state = Data_PVGS(:,8); 

PVGS_roll_state = PVGS_roll_state * -57.2958;      %rad2deg AND 

FLIP 

PVGS_pitch_state = Data_PVGS(:,9); 

PVGS_pitch_state =PVGS_pitch_state * 57.2958;       %rad2deg 

  

%% Kill offset values: 

%y-axis offset (Angle offset) 

%offsetz = PVGS_z_state(1,1); 

offsetrollangle = 0;                               %Manuell 

inserted value.. Chaneg every time 

PVGS_roll_state = PVGS_roll_state - offsetrollangle; 

%x-axis offset (time offset) 

 timeofmaxPVGS = find(PVGS_roll_state == max(PVGS_roll_state)); 

 timeofmaxcart = find(Data_Cart == max(Data_Cart)); 

 timedifference = Time_PVGS_True(timeofmaxPVGS,1) - 

Time_Cart(timeofmaxcart,1); 

 timedifference = flip(timedifference); 
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 Time_PVGS_True = Time_PVGS_True - timedifference(5,1); 

  

%% Velocities 

% ------------------------------------ Encoder velocity 

velocity_Encoder(1) = 0; 

dydx = diff([eps; Data_Cart(:)])./diff([eps; Time_Cart(:)]); 

for i = 2:length(Time_Cart) 

    dt_Encoder(i) = Time_Cart(i) - Time_Cart(i-1); 

    dx_Encoder(i) = Data_Cart(i)-Data_Cart(i-1); 

    velocity_Encoder(i) = dx_Encoder(i)/dt_Encoder(i); 

end 

velocity_Encoder = velocity_Encoder'; 

% Low pass filter for velocity (Encoder): 

c1 = .1;%.15; 

c2 = 1 - c1; 

velocity_Encoder_filtered(1) = 0; 

for j = 2:length(velocity_Encoder) 

    velocity_Encoder_filtered(j) = velocity_Encoder(j) * c1 + 

velocity_Encoder_filtered(j-1) * c2; 

end 

% figure(98); plot(velocity_Encoder); hold on; 

plot(velocity_Encoder_filtered); hold off; grid on; 

  

% ------------------------------------ PVGS velocity 

velocity_PVGS(1) = 0; 

dydx = diff([eps; PVGS_roll_state(:)])./diff([eps; 

Time_PVGS_True(:)]); 

for i = 2:length(Time_PVGS_True) 

    dt_PVGS(i) = Time_PVGS_True(i) - Time_PVGS_True(i-1); 

    dx_PVGS(i) = PVGS_roll_state(i)-PVGS_roll_state(i-1); 

    velocity_PVGS(i) = dx_PVGS(i)/dt_PVGS(i); 

end 

 velocity_PVGS = velocity_PVGS'; 

 % Low pass filter for velocity (PVGS): 

%   c1 = .15;%.15; 

%  c2 = 1 - c1; 

%  velocity_PVGS_filtered(1) = 0; 

%   for j = 2:length(velocity_PVGS) 

%       velocity_PVGS_filtered(j) = velocity_PVGS(j) * c1 + 

velocity_PVGS_filtered(j-1) * c2; 

%   end 

 figure(99); %plot(velocity_PVGS); hold on;  

 plot(velocity_PVGS); hold off; grid on; 

%  % nuetzel filter 

% velocity_PVGS_filtered = lowpass(velocity_PVGS,0.1,1000); 

%  

% figure(50); plot(velocity_PVGS); hold on;   %show function of 

filter, concrete changes 

% plot(velocity_PVGS_filtered);hold on; 
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% plot(velocity_PVGS_filtered); grid on; 

%% Plot all 6-states of PVGS 

figure (1) 

suptitle(strcat(' 6-state of roll test')); 

  

 subplot(3,2,1) 

    plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_x_state)         % x-axis 

    title('x-axis'); grid on;   xlim([0 Time_Cart(end)]); 

    axis([0 inf -1.1 1.1]); 

 subplot(3,2,3) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_y_state)         % y-axis 

     title('y-axis'); grid on; ylabel('Distance, m');    xlim([0 

Time_Cart(end)]); 

      axis([0 inf -1.1 1.1]); 

 subplot(3,2,5) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_z_state)         % z-axis 

     title('z-axis'); grid on;   xlabel('Time, s');    xlim([0 

Time_Cart(end)]); 

      axis([0 inf -3 0]); 

  subplot(3,2,2) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_yaw_state)         % yaw-axis 

     title('Yaw angle'); grid on;   xlim([0 Time_Cart(end)]); 

     axis([0 inf -180 0]); 

 subplot(3,2,4) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_roll_state)         % roll-axis 

     title('Roll angle'); grid on; ylabel('Angle, deg');    xlim([0 

Time_Cart(end)]); 

     ylim([-30 30]); 

  subplot(3,2,6) 

     plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_pitch_state)         % pitch-axis 

     title('pitch angle'); grid on;   xlim([0 Time_Cart(end)]); 

     axis([0 inf -90 90]); 

 xlabel('Time, s'); 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 %% Plot PVGS Vs. Cart (position/velocity) 

 figure (3) 

 plot(Time_Cart,Data_Cart,'-k','LineWidth',1)                  % 

cart 

 hold on; 

 plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_roll_state,'-b','LineWidth',1)          % 

z-axis change for x axis 

 hold off; 
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legend('Encoder position', 'PVGS position');  % strcat(' PVGS 

position (',Target_Type,')')) 

 grid on; 

axis([0 Time_Cart(end) -25 25]); 

title(strcat(axis_motion,' position estimation: ',Target_Type, ' - 

',Phone)); 

ylabel('Angular position, deg'); xlabel('Time, s'); 

  

 figure (4) 

 plot(Time_Cart,velocity_Encoder_filtered,'-

k','LineWidth',1)                  % cart 

 hold on; 

%  plot(Time_PVGS_True,velocity_PVGS,'-b','LineWidth',1)          % 

z-axis 

 plot(Time_PVGS_True,velocity_PVGS,'-m','LineWidth',1)          % 

z-axis 

 hold off; 

legend('Encoder velocity', 'PVGS velocity');       

 grid on; 

 axis([0 Time_Cart(end) min(velocity_PVGS)-.2 

max(velocity_PVGS)+.2]) 

 title(strcat(' Velocity at roll angle test'));  

 ylabel('Velocity, deg/s'); xlabel('Time, s'); 

  

  

  

 %% ERROR 

%[dist,ix,iy] = dtw(Data_Cart,PVGS_z_state); 

 [dist,ix,iy] = dtw(Time_Cart,Time_PVGS_True); 

 for k = 1:length(ix) 

     Cart_and_PVGS (k,1) = Data_Cart (ix(1,k)); 

     Cart_and_PVGS (k,2) = PVGS_roll_state (iy(1,k)); 

      

        Time_Cart_and_PVGS (k,1) = Time_Cart (ix(1,k)); 

        Time_Cart_and_PVGS (k,2) = Time_PVGS_True (iy(1,k)); 

 end 

Error_roll = Cart_and_PVGS(:,1) - Cart_and_PVGS(:,2); 

Error_roll = abs(Error_roll);  

%% Errorfunktion distance 

figure (5) 

hist(Error_roll,4,'normal'); %normal , gev or logistic 

grid on; 

title(strcat('Measured error during roll test')); 

ylabel('number of instances'); xlabel('roll error, deg'); 

  

Mean_roll_position_Error = mean(Error_roll);          % in meter 

StanderDiviation_roll_position_Error = std(Error_roll); 

disp(['Mean_roll_position_Error: ', 

num2str(Mean_roll_position_Error), ',   
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StanderDiviation_roll_position_Error: ', 

num2str(StanderDiviation_roll_position_Error)]); 

  

  

 [dist,ix,iy] = dtw(velocity_Encoder,velocity_PVGS); 

  

 for k = 1:length(ix) 

     Cart_and_PVGS_velocity (k,1) = velocity_Encoder (ix(1,k)); 

     Cart_and_PVGS_velocity (k,2) = velocity_PVGS (iy(1,k)); 

 end 

Error_velocity_roll = Cart_and_PVGS_velocity(:,1) - 

Cart_and_PVGS_velocity(:,2); 

Error_velocity_roll = abs(Error_velocity_roll); 

%% Errorfunktion velocity  

figure (6) 

hist(Error_velocity_roll,4,'normal');     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

grid on; 

title(strcat('Measured velocity error during roll angle test'));  

ylabel('number of instances'); xlabel('roll velocity error, 

deg/s'); 

  

Mean_roll_velocity_Error = mean(Error_velocity_roll);          % in 

meter 

StanderDiviation_roll_velocity_Error = std(Error_velocity_roll); 

Maximum_LinearVelocity_Encoder = max(velocity_Encoder_filtered); 

  

disp(['Mean_roll_velocity_Error: ', 

num2str(Mean_roll_velocity_Error), ',   

StanderDiviation_roll_velocity_Error: ', 

num2str(StanderDiviation_roll_velocity_Error),',   

Maximum_LinearVelocity_Encoder: ', 

num2str(Maximum_LinearVelocity_Encoder)]); 

  

  

  

  

%% Data point matching (aligned data point between PVGS and cart) !  

    figure(701) 

    plot (Time_Cart_and_PVGS(:,1),Cart_and_PVGS(:,1),'-or'); hold 

on; 

    plot(Time_Cart,Data_Cart,'-

xk','LineWidth',1)                  % cart 

    plot(Time_PVGS_True,PVGS_roll_state,'-

xb','LineWidth',1)          % rollangle 

    plot (Time_Cart_and_PVGS(:,1),Cart_and_PVGS(:,2),'--sb'); hold 

off; grid on; 

    axis([0 Time_Cart(end) -6 6]) 
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    legend('Encoder raw data','Encoder aligned data','PVGS raw 

data','PVGS aligned data') 

     axis([0 Time_Cart(end) -6 6]) 

 title('Aligned data of PVGS and encoder');  

 ylabel('Position, m'); xlabel('Time, s'); 

  

%    Error_z = Cart_and_PVGS(:,1) - Cart_and_PVGS(:,2); 

%    figure (702); plot(Error_z); grid on; 

  

    

    

 %% Histogram plot:with normal fit to all 6-state of PVGS 

 figure (2) 

 subplot(3,2,1) 

      hist(PVGS_x_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('x-axis'); grid on; 

  subplot(3,2,3) 

      hist(PVGS_y_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('y-axis'); grid on; ylabel('number of instances'); 

  subplot(3,2,5) 

      hist(PVGS_z_state,5,'normal')     % >>>>>   Change this for 

x-axis test !!!! 

      title('z-axis'); grid on;    xlabel('Distance error, m');  

  subplot(3,2,2) 

      hist(PVGS_yaw_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('Yaw angle'); grid on; 

  subplot(3,2,4) 

      hist(Error_roll,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('Roll angle'); grid on; 

  subplot(3,2,6) 

      hist(PVGS_pitch_state,5,'normal')     % 'normal' , 'gev', or 

'logistic' 

      title('pitch angle'); grid on; 

   xlabel('Angle error, deg');  

 suptitle(strcat('Histogram of PVGS 6-state: Roll Angle')); 

 

 

  


